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Abstract

Transparency of real-world evidence (RWE) studies is critical to understanding how

findings of a specific study were derived and is a necessary foundation to assessing

validity and determination of whether decisions should be informed by the findings.

In the present paper, we lay out strategies to improve clarity in the reporting of com-

parative effectiveness studies using real-world data that were generated by the rou-

tine operation of a healthcare system. This may include claims data, electronic health

records, wearable devices, patient-reported outcomes or patient registries. These

recommendations were discussed with multiple stakeholders, including regulators,

payers, academics and journal editors, and endorsed by two professional societies

that focus on RWE. We remind readers interested in diabetes research of the utility

of conceptualizing a target trial that is then emulated by a RWE study when planning

and communicating about RWE study implementation. We recommend the use of a

graphical representation showcasing temporality of key longitudinal study design

choices. We highlight study elements that should be reported to provide the clarity

necessary to make a study reproducible. Finally, we suggest registering study proto-

cols to increase process transparency. With these tools the readership of diabetes

RWE studies will be able to more efficiently understand each study and be more able

to assess a study's validity with reasonably high confidence before making decisions

based on its findings.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Recent cardiovascular outcome trials of sodium-glucose co-trans-

porter-2 (SGLT2) inhibitors to treat type 2 diabetes have demon-

strated substantial reduction in hospitalization for heart failure and

cardiovascular events.1 These findings have now been replicated in

non-interventional database studies that make use of “real-world”

data (RWD) to generate real-world evidence (RWE)2,3; however,

would we have believed the RWE studies in the absence of the find-

ings from randomized controlled trials (RCTs)? Why is it that we have

so much more confidence in RCTs than in RWE studies? Skepticism of

RWE is justifiable. There are plenty of examples where RWE studies

were in complete contradiction of RCTs. Think of hormone replace-

ment therapy (HRT) in post-menopausal women, where a postulated

reduction in risk of coronary heart disease was later found to increase

the initial risk; vitamin E supplementation was thought to be protec-

tive of coronary heart disease but the effects could never be

reproduced in a trial, and the substantial reduction in fractures and

dementia associated with statin use in RWE studies were not borne

out by RCTs.4-6
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As pharmaco-epidemiologists, we need to acknowledge that there

has been and will continue to be publication of misleading non-

interventional RWE; however, we have made enormous progress over

the past 20 years and, for the most part, we now understand how

avoidable biases in design or analysis led prior RWE studies to miss

the mark.7,8 Re-analyses of HRT cohort studies have shown that using

a new-user design mimicking a parallel group trial instead of a current-

user analysis could completely correct the operating bias.9 The unreal-

istically large mortality benefit reported by some RWE studies of

SGLT2 inhibitors,1,10,11 but not by others could be explained by

immortal-time bias, a bias which can be avoided with appropriate

attribution of person-time for the compared exposures.2,3

The first step to understanding the validity of RWE studies is to

understand what exactly was done in a given study. How were the

data curated and what were the transformations performed on the

longitudinal streams of healthcare encounters contained in the source

data to identify the study population, to define drug exposure, to

ascertain outcomes, and to balance treatment groups in the absence

of randomization? We appreciate RCTs not only because of the power

of baseline randomization but also because they can provide clear,

simple answers to all of the above, in a way which is understandable

to most. Decision-makers see the complexity of RWE and the lack of

transparency in reporting as a major barrier to using RWE study find-

ings for decision-making.12

For RWE to have maximum impact, it must not only be valid but

also accepted as valid by decision-makers. However, a blanket accep-

tance of all RWE that reaches decision-makers is unlikely. As with

RCTs, we need to provide decision-makers with unambiguous

reporting of RWE study conduct, provide tools to facilitate efficient

review, and provide guidance on how to assess the validity of

results.13 Decision-makers need to be able to fully understand and, in

some cases, reproduce and robustness-check RWE studies to build

the necessary confidence in using such evidence to inform high-stakes

decisions.

Because RWE makes secondary use of existing streams of

healthcare data, theoretically, independent investigators should be

able to implement the same protocols in the same data source and

obtain the exact same results independently. However, recent efforts

to replicate studies have found that reporting about the methods used

to generate RWE, including specific code algorithms, temporality of

assessing exposures, inclusion criteria, covariates and outcome is

often too ambiguous for independent teams to closely replicate publi-

shed findings.14-19

In the following sections, we lay out strategies to improve clarity

in the reporting of comparative effectiveness studies using RWD that

were generated by the routine operation of a healthcare system.

This may include claims data, electronic health records, wearable

devices, patient-reported outcomes, or patient registries.20 These rec-

ommendations were discussed with multiple stakeholders, including,

regulators, payers, academics and journal editors, and endorsed by

two professional societies that focus on RWE, the International Soci-

ety of Pharmacoepidemiology and the International Society for

Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research,13,21,22 and aim to

provide guidance to the readership of RWE diabetes studies to under-

stand each study more efficiently and assess a study's validity before

making decisions based on its findings.

2 | CONCEPTUALIZING A TARGET TRIAL
THAT THE RWE IS TRYING TO EMULATE

There are many reasons why RWE studies are different from RCTs.

RWE studies aim to include a wider range of patients and are embed-

ded in healthcare delivery systems, reflecting clinical care as part of

routine operation; however, RWE and RCTs are more similar than dif-

ferent because they both try to establish causal relationships between

medical products or interventions and health outcomes. Before inter-

vening with patients, we want to ensure that we are treating them

with medical products that improve health outcomes.

It has therefore been proposed multiple times over decades, and

most specifically by Hernán and Robins,23 that by envisioning the

design of a target randomized trial that one would wish to conduct if

it were logistically and ethically possible, and emulating that target

trial in the design of a RWD study, then, even in the absence of base-

line randomization, avoidable design biases will be reduced and clarity

about study design increased. Thinking about emulating a target trial

encourages clarity in temporality, that is, determining when patient

characteristics, exposure and outcomes are measured relative to study

entry, which is critical to enabling causal conclusions to be drawn. It

clarifies the analytical strategy of an intention-to-treat analysis or an

on-treatment analysis. Once a target trial is conceptualized, the design

of the trial-emulating RWE study and potential diversion from the trial

makes clear potential weaknesses in data quality, data completeness,

and causal inference. It is hoped that such clarity will lead to adjust-

ments in the RWE study that improve validity.24 A trial-emulating

RWE study design often exposes a tension between the objective to

have highly generalizable findings in RWE studies and the restrictions

that need to be imposed to ensure high validity of the findings that

will allow causal conclusions.

We see the target trial approach as a meaningful quality improve-

ment strategy when planning and when communicating about RWE

studies. Our recommendations on unambiguous reporting of RWE

studies follow this paradigm.

3 | CLARITY REGARDING BASIC
TEMPORALITY OF LONGITUDINAL DESIGN
CHOICES

Real-world evidence studies make secondary use of non-

interventional data that were not collected for research purposes.20

Thus, they often involve complex design and analysis decisions. It is

vital to enable readers and decision-makers to understand quickly yet

comprehensively the basic temporality of the study design used to

generate RWE. A group of experts and advisors from academia,

regulatory, publishers, payers and industry, therefore, proposed a

visualization schematic that illustrates comparative effectiveness
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study designs with longitudinal data.22 In this section, we summarize

the proposed visualization framework.

Because of the complexity of the timeline and the inter-related

nature of the factors described above, researchers often find it helpful

to illustrate their study design implementation on an imaginary patient

longitudinal healthcare record; however, if a design diagram is pres-

ented, the design elements represented in the diagram in published

reports varies widely.25-29 We proposed a framework for visualizing

study design using standardized structure and terminology. The frame-

work focuses on summarizing details of first- and second-order tempo-

ral anchors (Table 1). First-order anchors are represented by columns

and second-order anchors, which are defined relative to first-order

anchors, are visually defined by horizontal boxes (Figure 1). In addition

to boxes that visually represent temporality relative to the first-order

anchor of cohort entry date (day 0), the design diagrams include brack-

eted numbers representing inclusive time intervals (following conven-

tional mathematical notation). These diagrams are designed to be read

from top to bottom, indicating the steps taken to create an analytical

study population. The diagrams could be enhanced by inclusion of

patient counts, showing the flow of patients that might typically be

found in an attrition table or CONSORT diagram, at each sequential

box. We provide one example of a basic cohort study comparing risk

of angioedema for angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors versus

angiotensin receptor blockers.30 Additional examples of diagrams

for different study designs, including cohort designs, cohort

sampling designs (case–control, case-cohort, two-stage sampling) and

self-controlled designs can be found at: https://www.repeatinitiative.

org/projects.html

4 | UNAMBIGUOUS REPORTING OF DATA
TRANSFORMATIONS TO PREPARE
STUDY DATA

In this section, we summarize a catalogue of specific design and imple-

mentation parameters outlined by a joint task force between the

International Society for Pharmacoepidemiology (ISPE) and the Inter-

national Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research

(ISPOR).13 Unambiguous reporting of these parameters was deemed

by the large, international group of stakeholders as important to

enable reproducible study findings and facilitate validity assessment.

4.1 | Source data characteristics

Researchers should describe characteristics of the source data, includ-

ing specifying the data extraction date or data version and range in

years of source data available (Table 2A). Data may have subtle or

profound differences depending on when the raw source data are cut

by the data provider for research use, so even if an investigator uses

the same code on data from the same data source, they may obtain

different results if the source data are cut at different time points.

TABLE 1 Temporal anchors in a longitudinal study of drug effects

Base anchor (defined in calendar time, describes source data)

DED Data extraction date The date when the data were extracted from the dynamic transactional database

SDR Source data range The calendar time range covered by a data source that is available to create the study population.

SP Study period The calendar time boundaries for data used to create the analyzed study dataset including exposures,

inclusion/exclusion criteria, covariates, outcome and follow-up.

First-order anchor (defined in patient event time, specifies study entry/index date)

SED Study entry date The date when subjects enter the study population.

OED Outcome event datea The date of an outcome event occurrence.

Second-order anchors (defined in patient event time, relative to first-order anchor)

WE Washout window for exposure An interval used to define incident exposure. If there is no record of exposure (and/or comparator) of

interest within this interval, the next exposure is considered “new” initiation, otherwise it is

considered prevalent exposure.

WO Washout window for outcome An interval used to define incident outcomes. If there is no record of outcomes within this interval,

the next outcome is considered incident.

EXCL Exclusion assessment window An interval during which patient exclusion criteria are assessed.

CAW Covariate assessment window An interval during which patient covariates are assessed. The CAW should precede the EAW in order

to avoid adjusting for causal intermediates. It is sometimes called baseline period.

EAW Exposure assessment window The window during which exposure status is assessed. The exposure status is defined at the end of

the EAW.b The EAW should precede the FUW to avoid reverse causation.

FUW Follow-up window The interval during which occurrence of the outcome of interest in the study population will be

included in the analysis. The FUW may involve stockpiling algorithms, grace periods, exposure

extension and/or censoring related to exposure discontinuation.

aThe outcome event date can be a first-order anchor in some study designs (eg, case-crossover, case–control).
bThis is relevant in sampling designs when the occurrence of exposure is not a first-order anchor defining cohort entry.
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Similarly, researchers should describe the types of data available

in the data source. Are the data based on insurance claims, electronic

health records, disease registries, or other sources of data? Are there

de novo data linkages? Which subsets of data from which sources

were accessible to the investigators? The sampling strategy and any

inclusions or exclusions applied to obtain a cut of source data should

be reported. For example, Medicare claims data in the United States

can be provided as a random 5% sample or based on tailored investi-

gator selection criteria (eg, presence of an inpatient or outpatient dia-

betes diagnosis in the years 2012–2018). This type of information

about the source data, based upon which investigators create their

analytical cohorts, will help readers understand the implications

regarding completeness of data capture and missingness as well as

interpretation of the validity of findings.

When the raw data provided by a vendor are pre-processed by

the investigative team, before creating an analytical cohort for a

study, this process should be described. For example, cleaning

“messy” data fields or imputing missing data on a database-wide

level, or for a specific project. Sometimes raw data are converted

to a common data model. When that is the case, the common data

model version should be referenced. For example, one might state

that the data were converted to fit the US Food and Drug Admin-

istration Sentinel Common Data Model version 7.0.0. Materials

detailing any assumptions applied during the data conversion pro-

cess, as well as dates of refreshes if the stored data are periodi-

cally updated with more recent data, should also be made available

as citable resources.31,32

4.2 | Cohort entry criteria, exposure, outcome,
follow-up and covariates

When describing an analytical study population, it is not sufficient to

simply state the names of the inclusion/exclusion criteria, exposures,

outcomes and covariates being investigated. There are several layers of

detail necessary to fully define these measures. Reporting the specific

codes used to define these measures is critical for clear communication

of study methodology, to the point of reproducibility,19,33 particularly

in databases where there may be substantial ambiguity and investigator

discretion in code choice (eg, READ codes in UK data). Other key ele-

ments that should be unambiguously reported include details about

diagnosis positions and care settings in which to identify the relevant

codes, criteria to ensure capture of patient healthcare contacts in the

source data (eg, enrolment, up-to-standard research data), and tempo-

rality of measurement relative to cohort entry (Table 2C).

It is critical to provide detailed description of criteria that define

who is included in a study. In addition to details about specific inclu-

sion/exclusion measures (codes, temporality, care setting, diagnosis

position), other key operational decisions to communicate include

whether patients are allowed to enter the cohort once or multiple

times, clarity about the cohort entry defining criterion and whether

the date of cohort entry is selected before or after application of

other exclusion criteria. These implementation decisions determine

which patients are included and when they enter the cohort; different

decisions could result in different person-time from the same patients

contributing to the analysis.

F IGURE 1 Example Design
Diagram: the CAROLINA trial
prediction with real-world evidence.53

BMI, body mass index; CABG,
coronary artery bypass grafting;
GLP-1, glucagon-like peptide-1; PCI,
percutaneous coronary intervention;
SGLT2, sodium-glucose
co-transporter-2; TZD,
thiazolidinediones
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TABLE 2 Reporting specific parameters to increase reproducibility of database studies

Description Example Synonyms

A. Reporting on data source should include:

A.1 Data provider Data source name and name of

organization that provided data.

Medicaid Analytic Extracts data covering 50 states

from the Centres for Medicare and Medicaid

Services.

A.2 DED The date (or version number) when data

were extracted from the dynamic raw

transactional data stream (eg, date

that the data were cut for research

use by the vendor).

The source data for this research study was cut by

[data vendor] on January 1, 2017. The study

included administrative claims from January 1, 2005

to December 31, 2015.

Data version, data pull

A.3 Data sampling The search/extraction criteria applied if

the source data accessible to the

researcher is a subset of the data

available from the vendor.

A.4 SDR The calendar time range of data used

for the study. Note that the

implemented study may use only a

subset of the available data.

Study period, query

period

A.5 Type of data The domains of information available in

the source data, eg, administrative,

electronic health records, inpatient

vs. outpatient capture, primary

vs. secondary care, pharmacy,

laboratory, registry.

The administrative claims data include enrolment

information, inpatient and outpatient diagnosis (ICD-

9/−10) and procedure (ICD-9/−10, CPT, HCPCS)

codes as well as outpatient dispensations (NDC

codes) for 60 million lives covered by Insurance X.

The electronic health records data include diagnosis

and procedure codes from billing records, problem

list entries, vital signs, prescription and laboratory

orders, laboratory results, inpatient medication

dispensation, as well as unstructured text found in

clinical notes and reports for 100 000 patients with

encounters at ABC integrated healthcare system.

A.6 Data linkage,

other

supplemental data

Data linkage or supplemental data such

as chart reviews or survey data not

typically available with licence for

healthcare database.

We used SEER data on prostate cancer cases from

1990 through 2013 linked to Medicare and a 5%

sample of Medicare enrollees living in the same

regions as the identified cases of prostate cancer

over the same period of time. The linkage was

created through a collaborative effort from the NCI,

and the CMS.

A.7 Data cleaning Transformations to the data fields to

handle missing, out of range values or

logical inconsistencies. This may be at

the data source level or the decisions

can be made on a project-specific

basis.

Global cleaning: The data source was cleaned to

exclude all individuals who had more than one

gender reported. All dispensing claims that were

missing day's supply or had 0 days’ supply were

removed from the source data tables. Project-

specific cleaning: When calculating duration of

exposure for our study population, we ignored

dispensation claims that were missing or had 0 days’
supply. We used the most recently reported birth

date if there was more than one birth date reported.

A.8 Data model

conversion

Format of the data, including

description of decisions used to

convert data to fit a CDM.

The source data were converted to fit the Sentinel

CDM version 5.0. Data conversion decisions can be

found on our website (http://ourwebsite).

Observations with missing or out of range values

were not removed from the CDM tables.

B. Reporting on overall design should include:

B.1 Design diagram A figure that contains 1st and 2nd order

temporal anchors and depicts their

relation to each other.

See example in Figure 1.

(Continues)
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Description Example Synonyms

C. Reporting on inclusion/exclusion criteria should include:

C.1 SED The date(s) when subjects enter the

cohort.

We identified the first SED for each patient. Patients

were included if all other inclusion/exclusion criteria

were met at the first SED.

Index date, cohort

entry date, outcome

date, case date,

qualifying event

date, sentinel event

C.2 Person or

episode level

study entry

The type of entry to the cohort. For

example, at the individual level (1×
entry only) or at the episode level

(multiple entries, each time inclusion/

exclusion criteria met).

We identified all SEDs for each patient. Patients

entered the cohort only once, at the first SED where

all other inclusion/exclusion criteria were met.

Single vs. multiple

entry, treatment

episodes, drug eras

C.3 Sequencing of

exclusions

The order in which exclusion criteria are

applied, specifically whether they are

applied before or after the selection

of the SED(s).

We identified all SED for each patient. Patients

entered the cohort at every SED where all other

inclusion/exclusion criteria were met.

Attrition table, flow

diagram, CONSORT

diagram

C.4 EW The time window prior to SED in which

an individual was required to be

contributing to the data source.

Patients entered the cohort on the date of their first

dispensation for Drug X or Drug Y after at least

180 days of continuous enrolment (30 day gaps

allowed) without dispensings for either Drug X or

Drug Y.

Observation window

C.5 Enrolment gap The algorithm for evaluating enrolment

prior to SED including whether gaps

were allowed.

C.6 Inclusion/

Exclusion

definition

window

The time window(s) over which

inclusion/exclusion criteria are

defined.

Exclude from cohort if ICD-9 codes for deep vein

thrombosis (451.1x, 451.2x, 451.81, 451.9x, 453.1x,

453.2x, 453.8x, 453.9x, 453.40, 453.41, 453.42 where

x represents presence of a numeric digit 0–9 or no

additional digits) were recorded in the primary diagnosis

position during an inpatient stay within the 30 days

prior to and including the SED. Invalid ICD-9 codes that

matched the wildcard criteria were excluded.

C.7 Codes The exact drug, diagnosis, procedure,

laboratory or other codes used to

define inclusion/exclusion criteria.

Concepts, vocabulary,

class, domain

C.8 Frequency and

temporality of

codes

The temporal relation of codes in

relation to each other as well as the

SED. When defining temporality, be

clear whether or not the SED is

included in assessment windows (eg,

occurred on the same day, two codes

for A occurred within 7 days of each

other during the 30 days prior to and

including the SED).

C.9 Diagnosis

position

(if relevant/

available)

The restrictions on codes to certain

positions, eg, primary vs. secondary.

Diagnoses.

C.10 Care setting The restrictions on codes to those

identified from certain settings, eg,

inpatient, emergency department,

nursing home.

Care site, place of

service, point of

service, provider

type

C.11 Washout for

exposure

The period used to assess whether

exposure at the end of the period

represents new exposure.

Lookback for exposure,

event-free period

C.12 Washout for

outcome

The period prior to SED or OED to

assess whether an outcome is

incident.

Patients were excluded if they had a stroke within

180 days prior to and including the cohort entry

date.Cases of stroke were excluded if there was a

recorded stroke within 180 days prior.

Lookback for outcome,

event-free period

(Continues)
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Description Example Synonyms

D. Reporting on exposure definition should include:

D.1 Type of

exposure

The type of exposure that is captured or

measured, eg, drug versus procedure,

new use, incident, prevalent,

cumulative, time-varying.

We evaluated risk of outcome Z following incident

exposure to drug X or drug Y. Incident exposure was

defined as beginning on the day of the first

dispensation for one of these drugs after at least

180 days without dispensations for either (SED).

Patients with incident exposure to both drug X and

drug Y on the same SED were excluded. The

exposure risk window for patients with Drug X and

Drug Y began 10 days after incident exposure and

continued until 14 days past the last days supply,

including refills. If a patient refilled early, the date of

the early refill and subsequent refills were adjusted

so that the full days supply from the initial

dispensation was counted before the days supply

from the next dispensation was tallied. Gaps of

≤14 days in between one dispensation plus days

supply and the next dispensation for the same drug

were bridged (ie, the time was counted as

continuously exposed). If patients exposed to Drug X

were dispensed Drug Y or vice versa, exposure was

censored. NDC codes used to define incident

exposure to drug X and drug Y can be found in the

appendix.

D.2 ERW The ERW is specific to an exposure and

the outcome under investigation. For

drug exposures, it is equivalent to the

time between the minimum and

maximum hypothesized induction

time following ingestion of the

molecule.

Drug era, risk window

D.2a Induction

period

Days on or following study entry date

during which an outcome would not

be counted as “exposed time” or
“comparator time”.

Blackout period

D.2b Stockpiling The algorithm applied to handle leftover

days supply if there are early refills.

D.2c Bridging

exposure

episodes

The algorithm applied to handle gaps

that are longer than expected if there

was perfect adherence (eg, non-

overlapping dispensation + day's

supply).

Episode gap, grace

period, persistence

window, gap days

D.2d Exposure

extension

The algorithm applied to extend

exposure past the days supply for the

last observed dispensation in a

treatment episode.

Event extension

D.3 Switching/add-

on

The algorithm applied to determine

whether exposure should continue if

another exposure begins.

Treatment episode

truncation indicator

D.4 Codes,

frequency and

temporality of

codes, diagnosis

position, care

setting

Description in Section C. Drug X was defined by NDC codes listed in the

appendix. Brand and generic versions were used to

define Drug X. Non pill or tablet formulations and

combination pills were excluded.

Concepts, vocabulary,

class, domain, care

site, place of service,

point of service,

provider type

(Continues)
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Description Example Synonyms

D.5 EAW A time window during which the

exposure status is assessed. Exposure

is defined at the end of the period. If

the occurrence of exposure defines

cohort entry, eg, new initiator, then

the EAW may be a point in time

rather than a period. If EAW is after

cohort entry, FUW must begin after

EAW.

We evaluated the effect of treatment intensification

vs. no intensification following hospitalization on

disease progression. Study entry was defined by the

discharge date from the hospital. The exposure

assessment window started from the day after study

entry and continued for 30 days. During this period,

we identified whether or not treatment intensified

for each patient. Intensification during this 30-day

period determined exposure status during follow-up.

Follow-up for disease progression began 31 days

following study entry and continued until the first

censoring criterion was met.

E. Reporting on follow-up time should include:

E.1 FUW The time following cohort entry during

which patients are at risk to develop

the outcome due to the exposure.

FUW is based on a biologic exposure

risk window defined by minimum and

maximum induction times. However,

FUW also accounts for censoring

mechanisms.

Follow-up began on the SED and continued until the

earliest of discontinuation of study exposure,

switching/adding comparator exposure, entry to

nursing home, death, or end of study period.

E.2 Censoring

criteria

The criteria that censor follow-up. We included a biologically plausible induction period,

therefore, follow-up began 60 days after the SED and

continued until the earliest of discontinuation of study

exposure, switching/adding comparator exposure,

entry to nursing home, death, or end of study period.

F. Reporting on outcome definition should include:

F.1 OED The date of an event occurrence. The OED was defined as the date of first inpatient

admission with primary diagnosis 410.x1 after the

SED and occurring within the follow-up window.

Case date, measure

date, observation

date

F.2 Codes,

frequency and

temporality of

codes, diagnosis

position, care

setting

Description in Section C. Concepts, vocabulary,

class, domain, care

site, place of service,

point of service,

provider type

F.3. Validation The performance characteristics of

outcome algorithm if previously

validated.

The outcome algorithm was validated via chart review in

a population of diabetics from data source D (citation).

The positive predictive value of the algorithm was

94%.

G. Reporting on covariate definitions should include: Event measures,

observations

G.1 CAW The time over which patient covariates

are assessed.

We assessed covariates during the 180 days prior to

but not including the SED.

Baseline period

G.2 Comorbidity/

risk score

The components and weights used in

calculation of a risk score.

See appendix for example. Note that codes,

temporality, diagnosis position and care setting

should be specified for each component when

applicable.

G.3 Healthcare

utilization

metrics

The counts of encounters or orders over

a specified time period, sometimes

stratified by care setting, or type of

encounter/order.

We counted the number of generics dispensed for each

patient in the CAW. We counted the number of

dispensations for each patient in the CAW. We

counted the number of outpatient encounters

recorded in the CAW. We counted the number of

days with outpatient encounters recorded in the

CAW. We counted the number of inpatient

hospitalizations in the CAW, if admission and

discharge dates for different encounters overlapped,

these were “rolled up” and counted as

1 hospitalization.

(Continues)
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Reporting about exposure should include description of the type

of exposure being investigated, for example, new users (or incident

users), current (or prevalent) users, or a mix of both.34 When a study

is investigating new users, the criteria used to define incident users

should be clearly specified, including reporting what exposures

patients are required to be naïve to (eg, drug of interest only, entire

drug class, both exposure and comparator drugs), and the duration of

the washout period to define incident users.

In addition to being clear about algorithms used to define the start

of exposure, it is important to provide detail about how duration of

exposure is defined. Duration is operationally defined based on the

investigators decisions about how to handle recorded information

about prescription or dispensed amounts and days’ supply, observed

early refills or gaps in between dispensations, and the hypothesized

half-life for the effect of exposure. Algorithms can be applied to

bridge observed exposure episodes and extend the hypothesized risk

window beyond the end of an observed days’ supply to allow for

modest non-adherence as well as biological exposure risk window.

These decisions can influence which days patients are counted as

being at risk while exposed and which outcomes are counted in the

analysis. (Table 2D).

Obviously, which outcomes are included in the analysis can be

very influential when it comes to study findings. When interested

in studying incident outcomes, the investigator may specify a mini-

mum washout period during which there are no outcome codes

prior to the cohort entry date or prior to the index outcome

occurrence date. In addition to being clear about defining the out-

come measure (eg, codes, care setting, diagnosis position), out-

come ascertainment requires delineating temporality. The

temporality for outcome ascertainment can be affected by censor-

ing mechanisms other than operational decisions used to measure

exposure duration, such as death, disenrolment, entry to a nursing

home, add-on or switching of medications, or use of a fixed

follow-up window (intention to treat). The algorithms to determine

start and end of outcome surveillance should be communicated

clearly so the reader can understand how days at risk are defined

TABLE 2 (Continued)

Description Example Synonyms

G.4 Codes,

frequency and

temporality of

codes, diagnosis

position, care

setting

Description in Section C. Baseline covariates were defined by codes from claims

with service dates within 180 days prior to and

including the SED. Major upper gastrointestinal

bleeding was defined as inpatient hospitalization

with: At least one of the following ICD-9 diagnoses:

531.0x, 531.2x, 531.4x, 531.6x, 532.0x, 532.2x,

532.4x, 532.6x, 533.0x, 533.2x, 533.4x, 533.6x,

534.0x, 534.2x, 534.4x, 534.6x, 578.0- OR -An ICD-

9 procedure code of: 44.43 - OR -A CPT code

43255

Concepts, vocabulary,

class, domain, care

site, place of service,

point of service,

provider type

H. Reporting on control sampling should include:

H.1 Sampling

strategy

The strategy applied to sample controls

for identified cases (patients with

OED meeting all inclusion/exclusion

criteria).

We used risk set sampling without replacement to

identify controls from our cohort of patients with

diagnosed diabetes (inpatient or outpatient ICD-9

diagnoses of 250.xx in any position). Up to

4 controls were randomly matched to each case on

length of time since SED (in months), year of birth

and gender. The random seed and sampling code can

be found in the online appendix.

H.2 Matching

factors

The characteristics used to match

controls to cases.

H.3 Matching ratio The number of controls matched to

cases (fixed or variable ratio).

I. Reporting on statistical software should include:

I.1 Statistical

software

program used

The software package, version, settings,

packages or analytic procedures.

We used: SAS 9.4 PROC LOGISTICCran R v3.2.1

survival packageSentinel's Routine Querying System

version 2.1.1 CIDA+PSM1 tool Aetion Platform

release 2.1.2 Cohort Safety

Abbreviations: CDM, Common Data Model; CMS, Centres for Medicare and Medicaid Services; CPT, current procedural terminology; CAW, covariate

assessment window; DED, data extraction date; EAW, exposure assessment window; OED, outcome event date; ERW, exposure risk window; EW,

enrolment window; FUW, follow-up window; HCPCS, healthcare common procedure coding system; ICD, International Classification of Diseases; NCI,

National Cancer Institute; NDC, national drug code; SDR, source data range; SED, study entry date; SEER, Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results;

Parameters in boldface are key temporal anchors.
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and recognize potential biases that may arise with some choices

(eg, informative censoring; Table 2E).

Similar to inclusion/exclusion criteria, exposure, and outcome

measures, when a comorbidity score is used for a cohort, each compo-

nent of the score should be clearly defined in terms of codes, care set-

ting, diagnosis position and temporality. The weights for components

should also be specified (Table 2F). This information can be contained

in cited material, but papers often report evaluation of multiple ver-

sions of a score, so investigators need to make sure that they are clear

about which version is used in their analysis when citing such papers.

Equal clarity should be provided for healthcare utilization metrics, spe-

cifically, how the metric is calculated. For example, utilization can be

considered unique by encounter or by day. Metrics may consider all

care settings or only a specific subset (eg, inpatient). Different choices

will result in different counts.

For cohort sampling designs, such as nested case–control studies,

investigators should clearly communicate how and when controls are

sampled from the source population (Table 2G). This could be base

case, risk set, or survivor sampling. In addition to how controls are

sampled, investigators should provide details on matching factors,

what they are, how they are defined, the matching ratio and whether

the ratio is fixed or variable.

The items described in this section and detailed in Table 1 are

important to communicate unambiguously what was done to generate

evidence for a RWE study and make the findings reproducible. High-

level key temporal anchors should be reported with the design dia-

gram in the methods sections of a paper. Given word count limits,

supporting details may be provided in online appendices.

4.3 | Descriptive and comparative results

If patient counts are not incorporated into a design diagram, an attri-

tion table that reports patient counts after implementing each inclu-

sion/exclusion criterion should be reported for every RWE study

conducted using large healthcare databases (Table 3A). Descriptive

tables of the study population should include exposure-stratified col-

umns describing the number of patients, baseline patient characteris-

tics, person-years of follow-up, censoring reasons, number of health

outcomes of interest, and measures of occurrence such as risks and

rates. These descriptive tables characterize the cohort and facilitate

assessment of whether a reproduction effort was successful. For com-

parative studies, measures of how comparable patients in the com-

pared groups are should be provided. For evaluations of drugs or

other medical products, the comparison would be across levels of

exposure. For instrumental variable analysis, characteristics would be

compared across levels of the instrument.35

Metrics for comparability across groups could include absolute or

standardized differences for individual baseline characteristics or sum-

mary measures of differences such as the Mahalanobis distance

(Table 3B).36

4.4 | Comparative analysis methods

Regardless of analytical method used, unadjusted as well as adjusted

results should always be reported for both relative (hazard ratio, rate

ratio, risk ratio, odds ratio) as well as absolute measures of association

(rate difference, risk difference). In addition, researchers should be

explicit about what quantity is being estimated, an average treatment

effect versus average treatment effect among the treated, a marginal

versus conditional effect, an intention-to-treat versus an on-treatment

analysis, or other (Table 3C). In addition, researchers should be clear

about which variables are used for adjustment, how they are parame-

terized, and how standard errors are obtained (eg, model-based,

robust, bootstrap). We outline additional reporting expectations for

some of the most commonly used cohort analysis methods, however,

we recognize that there are alternative analysis methods that are not

covered.

When only a small number of covariates are adjusted for, such as

age and sex, stratification and standardization methods can be used.37

If direct or indirect standardization is used, the standard (reference)

population should be clearly defined. The covariates used and how

they were categorized should be reported when either standardiza-

tion or stratification methods are used to adjust for confounding. If

there are more than a few covariates to adjust for, multivariable out-

come regression can be used. When a multivariable outcome model is

used, all coefficients from the model should be reported.

Propensity scores are another way of adjusting for numerous

confounders. If a propensity score is used to summarize confounders

into a single scalar, a propensity score distribution plot should be pro-

vided to show the range in score and degree of overlap for the expo-

sure groups. Measures of the predictive accuracy of the strategy

used to estimate the propensity score, for example, the c-statistic in

a logistic regression model should also be provided. When propensity

scores are used to match patients across levels of exposure, matched

and unmatched tables of baseline characteristics with comparability

metrics described above should be presented. Similarly, stratified

tables and weighted tables of baseline characteristics should be pres-

ented when conducting propensity score-stratified or weighted

analyses.

When propensity score matching is used to adjust for con-

founding, the algorithm for matching (eg, nearest-neighbour, greedy,

full), caliper (eg, 0.2 standard deviations of the propensity score on

the logit scale) and the matching ratio (eg, fixed 1:1, variable 1:4)

should be reported. For studies that use one-to-one matching, the

data can be validly analysed unconditionally (ignoring the matching)

or conditionally (taking matching into account) and investigators

should be clear how they analysed the data.38 When patients are

matched on factors other than propensity score, investigators should

describe how the pool of potential matches was defined and the

parameters used for matching. These operational specifications can

influence results and therefore should be reported as part of study

methods.

When confounding adjustment is based on stratification or

weighting with the propensity score, investigators should be clear
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TABLE 3 Reporting of descriptive and comparative results

Description

A. Reporting of descriptive results should include:

Flow diagram/attrition table Including items such as:

Inclusion and exclusion criteria in the sequence they were applied to the data

Number of patients after application of each criterion

Describing patient characteristics

of overall population

Including items such as:

Number of patients

N/% or mean (SD) of baseline characteristics

Describing outcomes and follow-

up in overall population

Including items such as:

Person-years of follow-up

Mean, median follow-up time

Reasons for censoring with numbers of subjects censored

Number of health outcomes of interest

Risk per 1000 persons

Rate per 1000 person-years

B. Reporting of comparative results should include:

Comparing patient characteristics

for each exposure group

Including items such as:

Number of patients

N/% or mean (SD) of patient characteristics

Absolute or standardized differences for compared groups

Mahalanobis distance

Describing outcomes and follow-

up for each exposure group

Including items such as:

Person-years of follow-up

Mean, median follow-up time

Reasons for censoring with numbers of subjects censored

Number of health outcomes of interest

Risk per 1000 persons

Rate per 1000 person-years

Relative measure of association

(ratio)

Including items such as:

Unadjusted and adjusted results

Prespecified subgroup analyses

Absolute measure of association

(difference)

Including items such as:

Unadjusted and adjusted

Pre-specified subgroup analyses

Additional diagnostic results when

propensity score is used

Including items such as:

Figure with propensity score distribution pre- and post-matching

Tables for unmatched and matched population characteristics

Tables for stratified population characteristics

Tables for unweighted and weighted population characteristics

Mean and distribution of weights

N/% contributing to matched, trimmed, truncated or weighted analyses

(Continues)
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about how and whether the propensity score is trimmed or truncated

prior to defining strata or weights. For stratification methods, the

method for defining strata should be clearly defined; for example, are

deciles of the propensity score constructed in the exposed group only

or based on the distribution of the propensity score across the entire

study population. For weighting methods, investigators should report

how weights were calculated (numerator and denominator), whether

the weights were trimmed, truncated or stabilized, and the mean and

range of the weights.

When instrumental variable analysis is used for adjustment of con-

founding, investigators should report diagnostics from checking each

of the three main assumptions for unbiased results. These include

results from falsification tests of the assumption that the instrument

affects outcome only through exposure, the strength of the relation-

ship between the instrument and exposure, and potential confounders

between the instrument and the outcome.39,40

For all RWE studies conducted using RWD, the statistical soft-

ware programs, packages or platforms used in cohort extraction and

TABLE 3 (Continued)

Description

Additional diagnostic results when

instrumental variable analysis is

used

Table with distribution of population characteristics across levels of instrument

Table with distribution of outcomes across levels of instruments

Strength of association between instrument and exposure

(eg, odds ratio, risk difference, partial R2)

Results of falsification tests:

assumption that instrument does not affect outcome except through treatment

assumption that instrument and outcome do not have common causes

C. Reporting of risk-adjustment methods should include:

Estimand What is being estimated with the risk-adjusted analytic method?

(eg, ATT, ATE, marginal vs. conditional effect)

Measures of variability due to

chance

How are standard errors obtained? (eg, model-based, bootstrap, robust)

Methods used for confounder

adjustment:

Direct or indirect standardization What is the standard (reference) population?

What covariates are used for standardization?

Stratification (on 1 or more

covariates)

Which covariates define strata?

Multivariable outcome regression

model

What kind of model was used? (eg, survival, binary, Poisson)

Which covariates were used and how did they enter the model?

(eg, binary, categorical)

Propensity score model What kind of model was used? (eg, logistic, multinomial)

Which covariates were used and how did they enter the model?

(eg, binary, categorical)

If PS-matching What matching algorithm, what caliper and on what scale?

(eg, 0.025 standard deviations on the probability scale)

What matching ratio? (eg, fixed 1:1, variable 1:5)

If PS-stratification How are strata defined?

(eg, deciles, centiles calculated among the exposed)

Is trimming implemented before or after strata definition?

If PS-weighting How are the weights calculated?

Are the weights trimmed, truncated or stabilized?

Instrumental variable analysis What kind of model was used (eg, two-stage least squares)

Matching If the design involved matching, how did the analysis account for matching factors?

Abbreviations: ATE, average treatment effect; ATT, average effect among treated; PS, propensity score.
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analysis should be reported (Table 2D). When relevant, the specific

software version and macro or function settings or input parameters

should be provided.

Items from Tables 1 and 2 have been incorporated into the revised

RECORD-PE checklist.41,42

5 | REGISTRATION OF RWE STUDIES

Recent legislation (21st Century Cures, PDUFA VI, Adaptive Pathways)

highlights the increasing focus on the potential use of RWE to

support regulatory, reimbursement and other clinical decision-making.

While there has been substantial successful experience with

pharmacovigilance and post-approval safety studies using RWD43,44

and recent growth in RWE studies of drug effectiveness,45-47 there are

different issues and implications for studies evaluating safety versus

effectiveness. For example, there may be elevated concerns about

financial and other incentives contributing to reporting of cherry-

picked results when making secondary use of existing RWD in support

of new indications. Registration of hypothesis-evaluating treatment

effectiveness studies, providing the specifications for a priori planned

analyses along with an audit trail of revisions to the plan, has been pro-

posed as an important step toward improving transparency and confi-

dence in RWE studies of effectiveness. Several options are available

for registration of observational studies, including the EU Post-

authorization Study Register, hosted by the European Network of

Centres for Pharmacoepidemiology and Pharmacovigilance (ENCePP),

and two registries created by the National Institutes of Health's

National Library of Medicine, ie, ClinicalTrials.Gov and HSRProj.21

6 | PRACTICAL ISSUES

Journals have word limits that make it difficult to provide important

information about the complex decisions involved in RWE studies to

minimize bias when making secondary use of healthcare data that were

not collected for research purposes. Almost all journals allow online

appendices and, alternatively, supplemental materials can be published

on pre-publication websites such as medrxiv.org that can be referenced.

We suggest that a high-level summary of methodology provided in

manuscript text should be accompanied by key details of RWE study

conduct, either as appendices or via citation of a registered protocol.

Transparency requires clarity of communication between

researcher and reviewer. Providing reams of incomprehensible mate-

rials would not be transparent. Following the structure of the catalogue

of parameters outlined in section III above could facilitate clarity in

communication of key details. Use of a design diagram and provision of

a table of design and analysis parameters to communicate methodol-

ogy could reduce misinterpretation as well as reduce the number of

words used in the methods section of the manuscript. Unambiguous

reporting on RWE study conduct may in the future involve more stan-

dardized reporting formats, similar to randomized clinical trials, so that

reviewers will know where to find the information they are looking for

and more easily evaluate validity and compare across studies.

7 | DISCUSSION

Transparency of RWE studies is critical to understanding how findings

of a specific study were derived and is a necessary foundation to

assessing validity and determination of whether decisions should be

informed by the findings.

In the present paper, we have reminded readers of the utility of

thinking about emulation of a target trial when planning and commu-

nicating about RWE study implementation. We have recommended

use of a graphical representation showcasing temporality of key longi-

tudinal study design choices. We have highlighted study elements that

should be reported to provide the clarity necessary to make a study

reproducible. Finally, we have suggested registering study protocols

to increase process transparency. With these tools, should they be

used, the readership of RWE studies will be able to more efficiently

understand each study and more able to assess a study's validity with

reasonably high confidence before making decisions based on its

findings.

Real-world evidence in diabetes research has many examples of

misleading findings that are frequently flawed by study design biases,

including immortal-time bias and adjustment for causal intermedi-

ates.16,48-51 There are also recent prominent examples of studies

showing unrealistically large survival benefits that can be largely

explained by design biases.1,52 Improved transparency may have

brought many of these issues to the attention of journal editors and

reviewers during the editorial review process. Most importantly, con-

ceptualizing a target trial before conducting the research would prob-

ably have avoided these biases.

The RWE community has recognized lack of transparency as a key

barrier to building confidence in RWE study findings and is working

with regulators and journal editors to improve the transparency and

interpretability of RWE studies. There is clearly room for improve-

ment also in the context of diabetes RWE studies. Diabetes

researchers can join the efforts of the wider RWE community and use

the tools outlined in this paper to improve transparency in the con-

duct and reporting of RWE research in diabetes.
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